THE READING SERIES

AT THE LILLIAN VERNON CREATIVE WRITERS HOUSE

SEPTEMBER

Thursday, September 13, 7 pm
Reading & Conversation
DONALD REVELL
Author of poetry collections and 3 volumes of translation, most recently A Tribe of Sirens and Pennyweight Windows.
Introduction by RONNIE YATES

Friday, September 14, 7 pm
Memory & Poetry: CHERUB ETIENNE
A reading of the poems of Cherub Etienne, alum of the NYU Creative Writing Program and Cave Canem Fellow. Co-sponsored with Cave Canem Foundation.

Thursday, September 20, 7 pm
Poetry Reading
ARACELIS GIMRAY
Author of Teeth and a collage-based picture book, Changing, Changing.

LINDA SUSAN JACKSON
Author of What Yellow Sounds Like.

TRACY K. SMITH
Author of The Body’s Question and Duende.
Co-sponsored with Cave Canem Foundation.

Friday, September 21, 3:30 pm
Reading & Conversation with Undergraduate Faculty
PAUL LISICKY
Author of Lanesby, Famous Builder and the forthcoming novel Lumiña Harbor.

MATTHEW ROHRER
Author of five poetry collections, including Rise Up and Famous Builder.

Thursday, September 27, 7 pm
Women’s Words Without Borders:
Reading & Conversation
ADRIANA NAAS
Acclaimed author of 16 volumes of poetry and winner of a National Book Critics Circle Award and AWP Award. Naas’s latest book is Telephone Ringing in the Living Room.

MONTSERRAT ABELÓ
Catalan translation for Adriana Ric and others, she is also the author of At the Heart of the Words: Collected Poems 1963–2002.
Co-sponsored by the Institut_ramam Llull and the Catalan Center at NYU.

Julia Hall, Silver Center, 100 Washington Square East

Friday, September 28, 7 pm
2007 Rona Jaffe Foundation Writers’ Awards Reading & Conversation
WINNIE CLIF D’RAMAN, SARAH BRALUNSTEIN,
ROBIN EKIES, ALMA GARCIA, JENNIFER GROTZ AND HOLLY GODDARD JONES
The Rona Jaffe Foundation provides support to women writers in the early stages of their writing careers.

The New Salon: Poets in Conversation
Thursday, October 4, 7 pm
Reading & Conversation
CARL PHILIPS
Author of five books of poetry, including The Idea of Order and Time and The Luminist. In conversation with DARIAN STRAUSS

Friday, October 5, 3:30 pm
Reading & Conversation
BERNIE DE WIT
Author of two books of poems, Manderley and Figment, as well as editor of Fence and Fence Books.
Introduction by MATTHEW ROHRER

FRIENDS OF THE READING SERIES INCLUDE:
Barbara K. Bristol & Galaway Kinnell, Robert Holmes, the New York Community Trust, the NYU Book Center and Lillian Vernon

For more information visit us at www.cwp.fas.nyu.edu

Friday, October 5, 7 pm
The New Salon: Fiction Writers in Conversation
MYLA GOLDBERG
Author of the best-selling novel Bea Saxon, as well as How She Fell and Train & a Magazine on the Side. In conversation with DARIAN STRAUSS

Thursday, October 11, 7 pm
Reading & Conversation with Garden City Wyman Poets
OLENA KALYTKA DAVIS
Author of And Her Soul Out of Nothing and shouted amongst words and other off and back handed importunities.

DANA LEVIN
Author of breathing Day and In the Surgical Theatre.

CHELSEY MINNIS
Author of Bad Bad and Zirconia.

MEGHAN RICHEN
Co-founder and editor for the Paris Review and Slate.

Thursday, October 16, 7 pm
Reading & Conversation
WANG PING
Chinese-born fiction writer, essayist and poet, her latest book is The Last Communist Virgin.

Thursday, October 25, 6 pm
Fiction Reading
RICK MOODY
Author of 12 books, including The Ice Storm, Demolistory and other works of fiction, most recently Right Livelihoods.

HELEN SCHULMAN
Author of several novels, short story collections and memoirs, most recently The Book of Steve.

INTRODUCTION BY YUSUF KOMUNYAKAA
Poetry Reading
ANGELA VON DER LIPPE
Novelist and editor of the poetry journal Afternoon, she is the author of The Truth About Lou: A Novel and translator of Lola Sá.olomé’s memoir of Rilke, You Are Love. Real to Me.

November

Thursday, November 1, 7 pm
The New Salon: Fiction Writers in Conversation
A.M. HOMES
Author of five novels, short story collections and memoirs, most recently The Professor’s Daughter, her latest book is For Love, To Live.

Friday, November 2, 7 pm
Reading & Conversation
JANETTE TURNER HOSPITAL
Author of several novels, short story collections and memoirs, most recently The Mistress’s Daughter, her latest book is For Love, To Live.

Thursday, November 8, 7 pm
Poetry Reading
YUSEF KOMUNYAKAA
Introduction by SHARON OLDS

Hammermiller Hall, Silver Center, 100 Washington Square East

Thursday, November 15, 7 pm
The New Salon: Fiction Writers in Conversation
BRENDA Saunchnessy
Organized with the Gray Art Gallery. Supported by the Fundación Cisneros. Information: 212-995-6780, gregart@nyu.edu, www.nyu.edu/gregart.

Friday, November 26, 7 pm
Reading & Conversation
DAVID SCHAFFER
Author of the poetry collection In a Landscape, and memoirs, most recently The Poets Against War. In conversation with DARIAN STRAUSS

December

Thursday, December 6, 7 pm
The New Salon: Poets in Conversation
JOSHUA BECKMAN
Author of numerous books of poetry, including Something I Expected to Be Different and Your Time Has Come, his latest to Shakes

In conversation with DEBORAH LANDAU
Co-sponsored with the Poetry Society of America. $5 for the general public, free for PSA members or with an NYU ID card.

Friday, December 7, 7 pm
The Writer’s World: A New Series of International Writing Series

EDWARD HIRSCH introduces EAVAN BOLAND, MARGARET SAYEN PEDEN AND ADAM ZAGAJEWSKI, who will read from the first three books from the Trinity University Press series, featuring Irish, Mexican and Polish writers on writing.

Co-sponsored with the Poetry Society of America.

Greenberg Lounge, Vanderhall, 40 Washington Square South

Thursday, December 13, 7 pm
The New Salon: Fiction Writers in Conversation
CERIDWEN DOVEY
Author of Blood Kin, her first novel.
In conversation with DARIAN STRAUSS

DECEMBER

THE EMERGING READERS READING SERIES features an established writer alongside writers from NYU’s graduate Creative Writing Program. Each Thursday, 7 pm, at the legendary KGB Bar, 85 East 4th Street. The special guest readers for fall 2007 are:

Friday, September 21
ANA CASTILLO
A celebrated poet, novelist, short story writer and essayist whose works include The Misquiquiutluahotes, So For Good and Her latest novel, The Guardians.

Friday, October 19
SAM HAMILL
Author of 14 volumes of poetry, including his latest, Measured, by Stone, founding Editor of Copper Canyon Press and Director of Poets Against War.

Friday, November 9
BRENT KENNY BRITENBACH

Friday, December 14
MARY GORDON
Author of numerous short-story collections, novels and non-fiction works, including Circle My Mother: A Memoir, and her most recent, The Stories of Mary Gordon.